Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The search for neutrinoless double-beta (0$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{76}$$\end{document}$Ge with germanium (Ge) detectors has a 50-year-long tradition. While the former experiments that were concluded in 1967 \[[@CR1]\], 2002 \[[@CR2]\] and 2003 \[[@CR3]\], exclusively used the widespread semi-coaxial detector design, the more recent [Gerda]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\] and [Majorana]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR7]\] setups have intensively searched for new Ge detector designs aiming at improving the background suppression compared to the semi-coaxial type. This was partly possible due to a strong cooperation with leading Ge detector manufacturers worldwide. We selected a modified version of the point contact design \[[@CR8]\] offered as Broad Energy Ge (BEGe) detector by the company Canberra, now part of Mirion \[[@CR9]\]. Compared to the semi-coaxial type, the average BEGe mass is typically smaller by a factor 2-3, but its design was found to lead to an improved energy resolution and superior background rejection capability via pulse shape analysis and discrimination (PSD) of the detector signals \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\].

Given the performance of [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase I \[[@CR12]\] an improvement of the sensitivity for 0$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu \beta \beta $$\end{document}$ decay can best be achieved by lowering the background at the *Q*-value of 2039 keV of the decay. Therefore the goal of Phase II has been to improve the background index *BI* at this energy by an order of magnitude to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$10^{-3}$$\end{document}$ cts/(keV kg year). The simple PSD method of BEGe detectors allows for a the reconstruction efficiency with a small systematic uncertainty. The most recent value for *BI* of about $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$6^{+4}_{-3}\cdot 10^{-4}$$\end{document}$ cts/(keV kg year) \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\] results in a "background free" operation until the end of Phase II.

After a test phase based on BEGe detectors of natural isotopic composition and made from material with reduced $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{76}$$\end{document}$Ge isotope fraction \[[@CR15]\], 30 new BEGe diodes made from Ge with enriched $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{76}$$\end{document}$Ge isotope fraction were produced in two batches. Prior to their installation at [Gerda]{.smallcaps}'s experimental site at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) in Assergi, Italy, the detectors underwent extensive acceptance and characterization tests in the [Hades]{.smallcaps} (High Activity Disposal Experimental Site) underground laboratory in Mol, Belgium \[[@CR16]\]. This site is located only 20 km from the detector manufacturer in Olen. It provided underground storage whenever the detectors were not processed, which was required to avoid cosmic-ray activation of the Ge material. For the detector survey, a proper infrastructure called [Heroica]{.smallcaps} (HADES Experimental Research Of Intrinsic Crystal Appliances) was installed \[[@CR17]\] capable of testing several BEGe detectors at the same time, partly in an automatized scanning modus.

This paper is the extension of our first characterization paper \[[@CR18]\] discussing the production of the first batch of enriched BEGe detectors that focused on the isotopic enrichment process, detector production, activation history and operation in vacuum as well as in the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} liquid argon cryostat. This was achieved by means of five BEGe detectors which had already been operated test-wise during Phase I of the experiment.

The present accompanying paper concentrates on a full description of the characterization test results obtained with the 30 new BEGe detectors during their operation in vacuum cryostats in [Hades]{.smallcaps}. Results already presented in \[[@CR18]\] were revised and partly improved. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} describes the main properties of the crystals used for the manufacturing of the diodes. It also provides an introduction to pulse shape simulation codes that are useful not only to optimize the Ge crystal slice cut, but also for a better understanding of different phenomena observed in this work. Section [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} is dedicated to the electrical depletion behavior of the detectors, including some peculiarities and observed parameter correlations. It also introduces a useful methodology to refine the nominal operational voltage values demonstrating the advantages for the data collection in [Gerda]{.smallcaps}. Section [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} describes the energy resolution of the detectors and searches for dependencies on other detector quantities. Section [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"} presents the results of a high precision study of the full charge collection depths and active volumes of the new BEGe detectors. These are essential ingredients for [Gerda]{.smallcaps}'s exposure calculation. Section [6](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"} examines the capability to reject $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$-radiation and the possibility of fine-grained surface scans to see local effects that are partly due to the crystal lattice of Ge. Summary and conclusions are given in Sect. [7](#Sec21){ref-type="sec"}.

Detector crystals: selection and properties {#Sec2}
===========================================

Production of [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------------------

*Manufacturing:* The company Canberra Industries Inc. \[[@CR19]\] in Oak Ridge (TN), USA (short: Canberra Oak Ridge), was selected for the Ge crystal growing process. Before that the Ge was enriched to 88 % in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{76}$$\end{document}$Ge at the Joint Stock Company "Production Association Electrochemical Plant" (ECP) in Zelenogorsk, Russia. Then it was purified at PPM Pure Metals in Langelsheim, Germany, reaching 35.5 kg of 6N (99.9999 %) purified Ge material (cf. \[[@CR18]\]). Using different pullers, nine crystal ingots with a typical length of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sim $$\end{document}$ (18--25)  cm were grown. Out of these, 30 crystal slices were successfully cut, totaling a mass of 20.77  kg. The crystal slice cutting was optimized following two criteria: firstly, obtaining the largest possible diodes out of one ingot, and secondly producing the lowest possible amount of residual material. For a given ingot the first point was obtained by selecting the largest possible diode height while avoiding an excessive net impurity concentration gradient from top to bottom. The second criterion was achieved by considering conical tail and seed ends of the ingots as well. As a result, 21 crystal slices are cylindrical, whereas 9 are conical or even double-conical.

The company Canberra Semiconductors N.V. \[[@CR20]\] in Olen, Belgium (short: Canberra Olen), was assigned to convert the crystal slices into working diodes following the BEGe design. The crystals were processed in two batches consisting of 7 and 23 slices each. In general, the obtained diodes conserved the overall crystal slice dimensions. Only a small mass loss was induced by the creation of the insulating groove that separates the read-out p+ electrode from the n+ contact. Only in two problematic cases the mass loss was larger (cf. Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}). In the end, the 30 diodes amounted to a mass of 20.02  kg.

*Nomenclature* The full inventory of the 30 [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors is depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. As indicated by the blue frames, 2--4 slices were obtained from one single ingot. For each slice, Canberra Oak Ridge provided a unique identifier consisting of two parts: the 4-digit serial number of the growth process with a certain puller and the relative seed- to tail-end position of a slice in terms of AA, BB, CC or DD. A few examples are 2432AA, 2476CC and 40189AA. We formed new distinct names that include both pieces of information, i.e. GD32A, GD76C and GD89A for the mentioned cases. This nomenclature is adopted in all following chapters and in all [Gerda]{.smallcaps} publications.

*Net impurity concentrations* The manufacturer cut thin slices at the seed- and tail-end of each single crystal ingot and measured the impurity concentrations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_d|$$\end{document}$ via the Hall effect. Herein, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_d$$\end{document}$ are the acceptor and donor concentrations. Further, at several axial positions of an ingot resistivity measurements were performed to determine the gradient of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{a-d}$$\end{document}$ and to establish the approximate cut positions. The overall measurement precision of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{a-d}$$\end{document}$ values was quoted with ± 10 %. Within a non-disclosure agreement, we received the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{a-d}$$\end{document}$ values for all crystal slices and used them for the studies presented below. In general, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{3}$$\end{document}$ (p-type material), which is ideal for high purity Ge (HPGe) detector fabrication \[[@CR21]\]. Only in the case of GD02D, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{a-d}$$\end{document}$ value was not fully satisfactory. Therefore, the electric field strength inside this detector is expected to be deteriorated and needs special attention.
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                \begin{document}$$N_{a-d}$$\end{document}$ values vary from ingot to ingot, their absolute values typically increase from seed to tail of a single ingot. Thus, crystal slices of the same position in two ingots might differ in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{a-d}$$\end{document}$, while slices of different positions in those two ingots can have very similar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{a-d}$$\end{document}$ values and gradients. Nevertheless, every detector has its own impurity profile and hence electric field distribution and depletion voltage.Fig. 1Full inventory of crystal slices/diodes belonging to the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detector production. Crystals/diodes obtained from the same ingot are framed in blue. The GD32 and GD35 detector series belonging to the 1st batch are depicted in their final diode form (row 1), while the other 7 series from the 2nd batch are shown as crystal slices prior to diode conversion (rows 2--4)

Dimensions and masses of the BEGe detectors {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------

*Dimensions* The dimensions of the 30 [Gerda]{.smallcaps}Phase II BEGe diodes were measured by Canberra Olen. In all cases, the diodes were treated as completely symmetric cylinders and accordingly only one height and one diameter per detector were quoted. Even though it could not be directly measured after diode production, the manufacturer stated, that the groove between the p$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$+$$\end{document}$ electrodes is equal for all detectors, with an inner and outer diameter of 15 and 21  mm and a depth of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\approx $$\end{document}$ 2.0  mm (cf. Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

We performed a precise re-measurement, which included multiple measurements of diameters and heights at typically 4--5 different azimuth angles with respect to the *z*-axis (height) of a diode. Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} summarizes the mean values of the BEGe diode outer dimensions including their uncertainties as measured and used by us. The underlying terminology is explained in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The average diameter D1 and average height H1 of all 30 diodes are 72.8 and 29.6  mm with a standard deviation (SD) of 3.9 and 3.2  mm, respectively.

We considered detectors with conical shape separately. However, our classification distinguishes only between perfect symmetric cylindrical and conical diodes. This simplification facilitates the implementation of the individual diode geometry in Monte Carlo (MC) simulation models (cf. Sect. [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}). By doing so, however, MC simulations omit a few existing facts:Fig. 2[Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe diodes are either (1) cylindrical, (2) single-conical, or (3) double-conical. Overall heights are denoted with H1, while corner heights with H2 and H3. The overall diameter is distinguished from corner diameters by D1 vs. D2, D3 Some detectors have a slightly oval base and/or a small variation in diameter or in height. The extreme cases are detectors GD79B (diameter variation up to 0.4 %) and GD89A (height variation up to 4 %).Detectors GD61B, GD91D and GD32D are classified as cylindrical shaped, even though the original crystal slices had a slightly conical shape.Detectors GD61A, GD91A and GD00A, which are classified as conical shaped, are based on double-conical crystal slices.Detector GD89D, which is classified as cylindrical shaped, has a deformed shape (chopped-off edge and different heights).All these detectors are asterisked in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and have to be treated with caution in analyses depending on the geometry of the detector volume.

*Masses* We determined the masses of the diodes with a precision of ± 1  g. The results are reported in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. The average diode mass is 667  g and the SD of the detector mass distribution is 115  g. The detector mass of all 30 [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M=\sum _{i=1}^{30} M_i$$\end{document}$ is (20.024 ± 0.030) kg. Herein, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M=\sum _{i=1}^{29} M_i$$\end{document}$ is reduced to (19.362 ± 0.029)  kg.

The measurements of the single diode masses $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M_m$$\end{document}$ were also useful to compensate the geometry simplifications proposed for MC simulations. For this purpose, the analytical mass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{3}$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR18]\]. Then the ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } M:=(M_a-M_m)/M_a$$\end{document}$ was calculated. From $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } M\rightarrow {\varDelta } M'\approx 0$$\end{document}$. That way, it was possible to minimize the systematic uncertainty in MC simulations arising from the diode dimension simplification. As shown in Sect. [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}, this will be of major importance for the determination of the full charge collection depths and active volumes of the detectors.

Pulse shape simulations {#Sec5}
-----------------------

The crystal slice cutting applied by the manufacturer was done in close cooperation with us. We used the net impurity concentrations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{a-d}$$\end{document}$ provided by Canberra Oak Ridge and simulated the expected charge drift and signal generation on the read-out electrodes for slices of different thicknesses. The optimized cuttings were executed after feedback from our calculations. These were based on the Multi Geometry Simulation (MGS) software \[[@CR22]\]. MGS has been also used for the prototype BEGe detector measurement campaign \[[@CR23]\].

Within the characterization campaign of the 30 [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors, we looked for alternative field calculation and pulse shape simulation codes able to combine requirements with several advantages: easy and user-friendly adaptation of different geometries, a correct description of the field distribution inside a detector, fast processing, usage of up-to-date libraries, and the possibility to combine with [Gerda]{.smallcaps} related analysis software tools, i.e. the [Root]{.smallcaps}-based [Gelatio]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR24]\] (GErda LAyouT for Input/Output) for spectral analysis, and the [Geant4]{.smallcaps}-based MC simulation package [Mage]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR25]\] (MAjorana-GErda).

*ADL3* The [Agata]{.smallcaps} Detector Library ADL3 \[[@CR26]\] is an open-source code written in the programming language C. The original code had limited field calculation possibilities, partly based on a commercial software \[[@CR27]\], but then optimized by new algorithms and physics models \[[@CR28]\] providing a complete pulse shape simulation framework, once the fields are calculated. The code is easily extensible and flexible enough to allow adaptation to any detector geometry and detector segmentation.

*mjd_fieldgen/mjd_siggen* The code mjd_fieldgen/mj d_siggen (short: siggen) \[[@CR29]--[@CR32]\] is an open-source code written in C. It provides an electric and weighting potential calculation and powerful pulse shape simulation for energy depositions at specific locations inside the detector. With respect to ADL3, however, it was not so flexible and required editing of the existing programs for the implementation of more complex geometries at that time.

We started with the ADL3 code and implemented the potential calculation algorithm used in siggen into ADL3 to complete the software into a full detector simulation library \[[@CR30]\]. The following modifications were applied:Description of variable permittivity in a medium (important for groove simulation),Implementation of an electrically non-depleted region (n+ surface; later also transition layer),Optional 2D field calculation in cylindrical coordinates,Extension for optional implementation of electronic response either with or without noise.All these features were implemented in C, so that the library can be used in the [Gelatio]{.smallcaps}/[Mage]{.smallcaps} framework. The code turned out to be very useful for diagnostics and the description of observed effects in the BEGe characterization data. Several examples are included and described in the following chapters. Besides that, the modified code has become a useful tool within and outside [Gerda]{.smallcaps}. For instance, it was used for the characterization and optimization of the standard BEGe detector design \[[@CR30], [@CR33]\], for pulse shape simulations of semi-coaxial and BEGe detectors in [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase I and II, and more recently for pulse shape studies of novel inverted semi-coaxial detectors installed in an upgrade of [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II \[[@CR34]\].

Depletion and operational voltage {#Sec6}
=================================

Methodology: manufacturer and [Gerda]{.smallcaps} {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------------

*Full depletion voltage* The manufacturer Canberra Olen determines the electrical depletion voltage $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_d^C$$\end{document}$ of a detector in a two-step approach. First, it operates the diode in a liquid nitrogen bath and measures the leakage current as well as the capacitance as a function of the applied voltage. When the capacitance reaches a 'constant' value, the detector is depleted by definition. This allows for a first estimation of the full depletion voltage. In a second step, Canberra Olen installs the diode in a vacuum test cryostat and irradiates it with a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ line stops to shift, the detector is expected to be depleted.

In contrast, we use a multi-parameter approach which monitors the detector properties that are relevant for the physics goals of the experiment. The diodes installed in vacuum cryostats are irradiated with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ sources, too. During a high voltage (HV) scan, which typically starts at 500 V and increases in 100 V steps up to the Canberra recommended voltage $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ peaks are monitored: the peak position (*PP*), the energy resolution ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_d$$\end{document}$(99.9 % *PP*). This fulfills all three introduced criteria and provides enough margin to stay well above the 'depletion knee'. The latter represents the transition region between the slopes and the plateaus of the curves.

An incomplete electronic depletion or incomplete charge collection efficiency in the Ge detector can result not only in a broader peak width, but also in the formation of peak tails to an extent that the ideal Gaussian form of a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho _{10}$$\end{document}$ = FWTM/FWHM, which is 1.823 for a pure Gaussian peak, was calculated for voltage scans applied on individual detectors (cf. bottom of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In all examined cases, the experimental ratios for all voltages applied above $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_r^G$$\end{document}$ has already reached the optimum pulse shape performance (cf. Sect. [6](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"}).

Results {#Sec8}
-------

*Full depletion and operational voltages* The values determined by Canberra Olen as well as by us are summarized in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}.

The operational voltages recommended by us are typically higher than the ones needed to reach 99 % of the optimum energy resolution, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_r^G$$\end{document}$ values are below 3.7  kV. In the case of GD91D, the applied voltage should be as high as possible. GD02D is the only detector that does not deplete completely (cf. Sects. [2.1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} and [5.3](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}). For the 29 working BEGe diodes, the average of our recommended operational voltage amounts to 3.1  kV. This is 0.6  kV lower than the average of the operational voltages recommended by Canberra Olen.

[Gerda]{.smallcaps} agreed to operate the new BEGe detectors at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_r^C$$\end{document}$. In the case of instabilities or a prohibitive increase of leakage current, however, a detector can be operated at lower voltages as long as it will not be less than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Detectors with discontinuities in the HV scans* A closer look at the normally smooth *PP* curves of the 30 [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors sometimes reveals dips that appear around the depletion voltage knees. In a few cases, the discontinuities are also observed in the corresponding $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E$$\end{document}$ and in rare cases in the *PI* curves. The discontinuity behavior has been attributed to the so-called 'bubble depletion' \[[@CR35]\] or 'pinch-off' effect \[[@CR7]\]: For some combinations of detector geometries and net impurity concentrations the total electric field strength consisting of the applied voltage and the one from the intrinsic charge concentration can become zero in a volume around the center of the detector. This occurs for voltages just below depletion. As a consequence, the charge collection behavior changes in the sense that the holes are largely trapped or slowed down locally near the center. This leads to a reduction in the observed pulse amplitude (peak position) and potentially to a worse energy resolution and a reduction of the peak efficiency (peak count rate). Around 40 % of the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors were found to have one or two discontinuities in the HV scans. They are listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Three subgroups are identified:Detectors with one small 'bubble': The weak discontinuity is seen only in the *PP* curve, but not in the energy resolution or peak integral curves. Four detectors belong to this class.Detectors with one large 'bubble': The discontinuity is clearly seen in the *PP* as well as in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E$$\end{document}$ curves, to some extent also in the *PI* curves. The discontinuity at higher voltage which is closer to the depletion knee is typically enhanced, i.e. deeper and broader. The two instabilities are separated by approximately 500 V. Two detectors belong to this class. The curves of detector GD00D are shown exemplarily in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Table 1List of [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors that are affected by the single or double 'bubble depletion' effect. Parentheses around the number of discontinuities denote a less intense effectDetectorDiscontinuities in *PP* curveIDNumber (\#)Voltage (kV)GD32B12.7GD35A12.4GD35B22.1; 2.7GD61A12.9GD61C12.3GD76C11.9GD79B(1)2.2GD89B(1)2.2GD89D(1)2.3GD91A12.4GD91B(1)2.5GD00C12.5GD00D21.8; 2.3

Fig. 4Characteristic HV scan curves of detector GD00D based on the evaluation of the 1333  keV $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{60}$$\end{document}$Co calibration source. For a given curve, the distance between two values are 50 V. In all three curves of the peak position, energy resolution and peak integral the presence of two 'bubbles' becomes visible Fig. 5ADL3-simulation of the electrical depletion process of the detectors GD00B, GD00C and GD00D: the voltage along the central axis starting at the p+ electrode read-out is depicted as function of the voltage applied externally to the n+ contact. The curves in orange represent the voltage when the full depletion is reached. Curves with an intermediate constant interval are marked with a dotted line and correspond to voltages, at which a 'bubble' persists. For experimental data see Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}

To our knowledge, two discontinuities at different voltages in one individual BEGe detector have been observed for the first time within this survey. In order to reproduce this scenario, we performed siggen and ADL3 simulations for detectors GD00B, GD00C and GD00D, which were produced from the same crystal ingot. Besides the exact crystal dimensions, the simulations included the net impurity concentration values provided by the manufacturer assuming a linear gradient. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} depicts exemplarily the voltage calculated with ADL3 at different heights above the read-out electrodes, i.e. along the central axes of the diodes, when different HVs are applied to the n+ electrodes. The corresponding siggen curves are not shown, but behave very similarly. In the case of detector GD00B, the simulated curves have no intermediate constant interval at or above depletion voltage, even though hardly visible in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and thus -- like in reality -- no 'bubble'. The full depletion voltages simulated with siggen and ADL3 are in the range \[1.5,1.7\]  kV, which agrees well with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_d(99.9\,\%\,PP)$$\end{document}$. For detector GD00C the two codes predict the existence of a 'bubble' around \[1.7,2.2\]  kV and a full depletion voltage at \[2.0,2.3\]  kV. However, the measured 'bubble depletion' and full depletion voltage $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sim $$\end{document}$ 500 V. Finally, in the case of GD00D the codes predict a full depletion voltage around \[2.5,2.8\]  kV. This matches well with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_d(99.9\,\%\,PP)$$\end{document}$. But both codes foresee only one single 'bubble' occurring in the central bulk region when the bias voltage of \[2.3,2.6\]  kV is reached. The second independent discontinuity appearing at a lower voltage in the experimental data is not reproduced by the codes. A prediction of such a 'bubble' might require a more detailed knowledge and implementation of the radial and axial variation of the net impurity concentration. Beside this deficit, both siggen and ADL3 codes have meanwhile demonstrated to be reliable tools for the prediction of the full depletion voltage and the appearance of single 'bubbles' also in other HPGe detector designs (e.g. for inverted semi-coaxial Ge detectors \[[@CR34]\]).

*Dependence of the full depletion voltage on detector parameters* This paragraph addresses the question how the full depletion voltages $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_d$$\end{document}$ of the 29 well operating [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors depend on other detector parameters. In order to find such dependencies, one should solve the Poisson equation for the non-symmetric electric field in a BEGe detector. However, an analytical expression cannot be deduced easily and thus requires numerical calculations. On the contrary, an analytical expression for the depletion thickness *h* of a planar detector geometry can be found \[[@CR21]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\epsilon _r$$\end{document}$ has only a small temperature dependence, the value is still valid for HPGe detectors operated at the boiling point of liquid argon/nitrogen at 87 K resp. 77 K \[[@CR37]\].

Starting from Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), the following *ansatz* for the BEGe design is introduced:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} k=\frac{V_d}{h^2 \cdot N_{a-d}}=\frac{e}{\epsilon }\cdot a \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with *a* being a free parameter that still has to be determined. In the case of a planar detector geometry, 1 / *a* is 2.Fig. 6Correlation between the full depletion voltage $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E)$$\end{document}$ and the product of the net impurity concentration and the squared height for all 30 [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors except for GD02D. Open symbols pertain to detectors with no appearance of the 'bubble depletion' effect or which do not belong to the GD91 series. The dashed line results from the fit to these 25 data points

Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} depicts $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Moreover, the possibility to find detectors affected by the 'bubble depletion' effect in a certain region of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${h^2 \cdot N_{a-d}}$$\end{document}$ representation was investigated. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} points towards detectors with one or two 'bubbles'. There is no unique relation between impurity concentration and the occurrence of the 'bubble depletion'.

Energy resolution {#Sec9}
=================

General remarks {#Sec10}
---------------
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E_{cc}$$\end{document}$ corresponds to the charge carrier collection efficiency, which depends on the concentration of defects/vacancies in the bulk of the Ge crystal. It is relevant for detectors of large size and/or with low electric field strength. Finally, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E_{el}$$\end{document}$ corresponds to the electronics and environmental noise term.

In order to obtain a reproducible determination of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E$$\end{document}$ is measured has to be quoted. As observed in Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, the energy resolution can still improve within the depletion plateau at the level of a few percent. One has to minimize and quantify the noise contribution, e.g. via adequate pulser measurements. In our case, we further specify if the detectors are operated in cooled vacuum cryostats or bare within a cryogenic liquid.Energy reconstruction: the filter type (Gaussian, trapezoidal, cusp etc.) and shaping time applied for the reconstruction of the energy variable have to be defined. It should be stated whether a ballistic deficit correction, which becomes important at energies above $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ peak has to be specified. Within the depletion plateau, the peaks have often an almost perfect Gaussian shape. Thus, they can be fitted with a three-component function consisting of a Gaussian, a linear and a step-like term. The latter two describe the shape of the energy spectrum underlying the peak (background). The energy resolution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ line shape might deviate from the pure Gaussian form. The appearance of a low energy tail might be a consequence. In such cases, the fit function has to be adopted accordingly.

Methodology: manufacturer and [Gerda]{.smallcaps} {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------------------

The manufacturer Canberra Olen determines the energy resolution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ lines at 122  keV and 1333  keV are typically expressed in terms of FWHM, whereas a potential peak distortion from the pure Gaussian shape is quantified via the measurement of the FWTM and the ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho _{10}$$\end{document}$. The signal detection is performed with a cooled first-stage amplifying FET (20  ns rise time) as part of a front-end read-out based on the charge-sensitive Canberra 2002CSL RC-feedback preamplifier. The preamplifier has a decay constant of 47 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\upmu $$\end{document}$s. The analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) of the output signals is typically done with a standard Canberra multichannel analyzer. Finally, the manufacturer performed the spectral analysis with the Genie 2000 Gamma Analysis Software \[[@CR39]\] following their prescribed procedures.

Within the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} detector characterization campaign, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ line at 1333  keV, but also for other peaks originating from other sources. In general, the detectors are irradiated with non-collimated sources at a distance of typically $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E$$\end{document}$ is extracted from this single measurement.Alternative approach: In order to exclude eventual temporary instabilities due to e.g. microphony from other ongoing work on-site, data collected during the HV scans described in Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} are used. The energy resolution value at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E$$\end{document}$ curve.Signals are amplified with the same preamplifier set used by the manufacturer. Analog Canberra and ORTEC spectroscopy amplifiers were further used with an optimized shaping time constant of 8 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\upmu $$\end{document}$s. [Gerda]{.smallcaps} collected data with Multi Channel Analyzer (MCA) modules by ORTEC (926,927) and Canberra (Multiport II NIM), and with Struck SIS3301 VME Flash Analog-to-Digital-Converters (FADC) \[[@CR40]\]. The latter ones allow for a sampling-rate of 100 MHz with a 14-bit resolution per sample. Up to 128  k samples with a maximum trace length of 1.28  ms can be registered. For these energy resolution studies by [Gerda]{.smallcaps} the ORTEC and Canberra ADCs were used; the data were analyzed with [Gelatio]{.smallcaps}. The energy of an event is reconstructed with a shaping time of 8 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ the variance of the Gaussian distribution. The second term corresponds to a Fermi-like step function. The effect of including other step and low-side energy tail functions, as proposed in literature (see e.g. \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\]), was investigated for different extensions and tested on BEGe data. The impact of the fit function diversity on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_r^C$$\end{document}$=4  kV and needs an adequate fit model extension.

Results {#Sec12}
-------

*Energy resolution at 1333  keV* The energy resolutions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E$$\end{document}$ of all 30 [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors were examined according to the procedure described in Sect. [4.2](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}. The determined values by Canberra Olen as well as by us are summarized in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}. The second column contains our values obtained with the method based on the HV scans. The third column shows the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} values obtained with the classic method based on one single measurement at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sim $$\end{document}$ 0.1  keV from the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} values. The average of all mean values quoted by [Gerda]{.smallcaps} and Canberra Olen are in very good agreement.

In general, the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} BEGe detectors have excellent energy resolutions. According to the HV scan based [Gerda]{.smallcaps} analysis, the average value is 1.72  keV with a SD of 0.07  keV. Further, the best detector is GD89A with (1.59 ± 0.01)  keV and the worst GD61A with (1.89 ± 0.01)  keV. Detector GD02D has an acceptable resolution of (1.84 ± 0.11)  keV, but a strong low-side energy tail due to incomplete charge collection (cf. Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}).

*Dependence of energy resolution on detector parameters* This section raises the question whether the energy resolution of the 29 well working [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors is correlated to other detector parameters.
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E$$\end{document}$ was plotted against the detector mass: apart from the drift times, charge collection deficits and bulk leakage currents might scale with the volume and thus with the detector mass. Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows that a small correlation in the investigated mass range from 384  g to 824  g exists. The distribution was fitted with a linear function leading to the following relation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\varDelta } E(m) = 1.57(6)\,\text {keV} + m \cdot 2.2(8)\cdot 10^{-4}\,\text {keV/g} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with *m* being the detector mass in units of gram. A dependence of the slope on the shaping time has not been investigated. Furthermore, detectors affected by the 'bubble depletion' effect do not appear in a clearly confined region of the parameter space.Fig. 7Detector energy resolution dependence on the detector mass of all 30 [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors but GD02D. Open symbols are used as in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E_{sf}=2.355\cdot \sqrt{F\cdot {{{\mathcal {E}}}} \cdot E}$$\end{document}$. This gives the opportunity to estimate the poorly known Fano factor *F*. By neglecting an expected tiny loss in energy resolution due to incomplete charge collection, one gets the following equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } E_{el}$$\end{document}$=(331 ± 36) eV, which coincides well with pulser resolution measurements performed on a few BEGe detectors. The fitted value of the Fano factor is *F*=(0.079 ± 0.006). This is comparable with recently published values of *F* \[[@CR43]--[@CR47]\], which lie in the range \[0.05,0.11\]. For a more precise determination of *F*, a ballistic deficit correction at higher energies, a precise measurement of the noise term via an extremely stable test pulse generator, and a potential energy dependence of *F* (visible especially at lower energies) should be considered.Fig. 8Energy resolution in terms of FWHM as function of energy for detector GD89A. For the fit function only the two energy resolution terms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Full charge collection depth and active volume {#Sec13}
==============================================

General remarks {#Sec14}
---------------

This chapter is devoted to results for the active volume (AV) and the full charge collection depth (FCCD) of the p-type [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors. A conceptual representation of the two named quantities is depicted in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}. AV corresponds to the part of the detector volume with complete charge collection efficiency (CCE), while FCCD is a one-dimensional parameter describing the thickness of a dead layer (DL) with zero CCE plus a transition layer (TL) with partial CCE. Only particles depositing their entire energy in the AV can end up in a respective full-energy peak, which is in particular mandatory for the identification of the hypothetical 0$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu \beta \beta $$\end{document}$ decay. This explains why a correct determination of the AV is important for a precise exposure calculation in [Gerda]{.smallcaps}. Under the assumption that the FCCD is equally thick across the entire surface and there are no less efficient subregions, the AV should be equal to the crystal volume minus the volume of the surrounding layer with a thickness corresponding to the FCCD. This allows one to use either surface-sensitive low energy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ probes to measure the FCCD directly, or bulk-sensitive high energy sources to directly probe the AV. Within this work, both types of sources have been used to deduce the FCCD and AV of the BEGe detectors. The methodology and results are presented in the following Sects. [5.2](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"} and [5.3](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"} respectively.

In a complementary study \[[@CR48]\], that will not be further described here, the same calibration data were used to model the TL alone and to simulate background events that partly deposit their energy in the TL. Due to the lack of an electric field in the TL, charges have to diffuse from the TL to the AV. Since the diffusion velocity is typically smaller than the drift velocity, events generated in the TL have a longer rise time. Such characteristic 'slow pulses' can be efficiently rejected via pulse shape analyses techniques (cf. Sect. [6](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"}). For details see \[[@CR48]\].Fig. 9Conceptual representation of the full charge collection depth (FCCD) and active volume (AV) of the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors. The charge collection efficiency in the dead layer (DL), transition layer (TL) and AV is denoted with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\epsilon $$\end{document}$. Moreover, the boron (B) implanted p+ contact is depicted in red, while the inactive wrapped around lithium (Li) diffused n+ contact is drawn in blue. The insulating ring between the two electrodes is shown in pink. For further details see the text

Methodology {#Sec15}
-----------

The basic principle behind the FCCD and AV determination is a spectral comparison of a calibration source measurement with a MC simulation, which simulates the same experimental setup and varies the FCCD around the expected one. In order to achieve the highest possible precision, several prerequisites have to be fulfilled:Optimized experimental setup,Different source types with complementary observables,Exact description of the experimental setup in the MC simulation,Careful investigation of all potential systematic effects arising from the experiment and from the MC.In order to accomplish the first two criteria, two surface-sensitive type of sources, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sim $$\end{document}$ 20 cm from the cryostat end caps inside an optimized lead-copper shield as described in \[[@CR17]\].

For the third criterion, the geometries of the setup, of the detectors and of the sources were implemented very accurately in the MC. The chemical composition and density of each component were investigated and re-evaluated. Especially metal components turned out to have sometimes wrong specifications. For instance, the used cryostats turned out to be made not of pure Al, but of an Al alloy with Mg, Si, Cu and Cr additions, which notably affects the absorption length of low-energy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ rays. For the simulation part, the MC framework [Mage]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR25]\] was used. The simulations included a fine-grained scan of the FCCD in 150 equidistant steps between \[0,1.5\]  mm.

To fulfill the fourth requisite, the impact of 34 potential systematic effects was investigated. These can originate from the MC physics processes, the radioactive sources, the properties of the cryostat and the included diode, from data collection and data analysis. A partial list containing the most relevant effects has already been reported in Table 8 of \[[@CR18]\]. The final total uncertainty budget was divided into detector correlated and uncorrelated parts. An example for the first category is the usage of the same calibration source for each detector, which -- in case of an offset -- would translate into an asymmetric shift in one direction for all FCCD/AV mean values. Both terms are considered in [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II data analyses.

For the analysis of the energy spectra, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec16}
-------

*FCCD and AV from different source measurements* The FCCD results of the 29 well working [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors are reported in Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}. The results are based on different calibration source irradiations. The first two columns summarize the FCCD values obtained from the surface sensitive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varDelta } M$$\end{document}$ (cf. Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}) belong to this class, since the applied mass correction might compensate the mass discrepancy, but still does not agree with the real shape. All the mentioned FCCD values are also represented in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 10FCCD values of 29 [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors excluding GD02D. The FCCD values in plot (**a**) contain only the uncorrelated uncertainties, while in plot (**b**) they contain the combined correlated and uncorrelated uncertainties

By comparing the four sets of FCCD values obtained with three different calibration sources by [Gerda]{.smallcaps} and with one source by Canberra Olen, it is possible to conclude:The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*GD02D, a special detector* Out of 30 delivered BEGe detectors, GD02D is the only one with a non-satisfactory net impurity concentration.
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The question was whether the residual volume is purely dead or partly also semi-active. Events depositing energy in a semi-active volume would not contribute to the full-energy peak (FEP) count rates but would be shifted to lower energies. This hypothesis was investigated by comparing GD02D with the well performing detector GD91B, since both detectors have a very similar mass, i.e. 662  g vs. 650  g, and their diameter and height are comparable: 74.6  mm vs. 70.6  mm, and 27.9  mm vs. 30.3  mm. The two detectors were calibrated with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Pulse shape behavior {#Sec17}
====================

General remarks {#Sec18}
---------------

The main motivation to produce detectors with a small contact area for [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II instead of other geometries \[[@CR53]\] is the background rejection capability via pulse shape (PS) methods. Double beta-decay signal events exhibit typically only a single localized energy deposition within a volume of a few mm$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The BEGe pulse shape discrimination method is based on a single parameter *A* / *E*: the maximum *A* of the detector current pulse divided by the total energy *E*. The motivation and details of the implementation are discussed in our first characterization paper \[[@CR18]\]. Another parameter of interest is the pulse rise time. Here we report on the characterization of the entire set of detectors.

Methodology {#Sec19}
-----------
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To study the background rejection capability of the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II detectors via PS analysis, the suppression of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec20}
-------

*Rise time and anisotropic hole mobility* For every scanned position on each detector surface, the mean rise time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Gamma-ray background rejection using the* '*A* / *E* *ratio method':*

*(a) Width of DEP* *A* / *E* *ratio distributions:* The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{228}$$\end{document}$Th) values and partly multiple-structured DEP *A* / *E* ratio distributions in the latter two cases were thoroughly investigated. A deterioration of the electronics read-out, but also the potential impact of detector intrinsic properties such as the net impurity concentrations, were excluded. Finally, a series of hints from detector reprocessing and thermal cycles of single detectors pointed towards a common origin of this '*A* / *E* ratio anomaly': negatively charged compounds/particulates accumulated inside the groove during diode production. In ADL3- and siggen-based simulations we tried to reproduce such DEP *A* / *E* ratio distributions. One example is shown in Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}. By simulating $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\upmu $$\end{document}$C) deposited on the groove surface of GD89C, siggen succeeds to reproduce the measurement very well. However, it is not yet understood how such a large amount of charge was able to stick to the small groove surface during manufacturing.

*(b) PSD survival fractions* This paragraph focuses on the capability of the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors to discriminate SSE from MSE generated from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$-ray background sources. The PSD survival fractions of several FEPs and Compton continua were deduced with 90 % of the signal-like DEP events being kept. The obtained values are plotted in Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"} and reported in Table [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"} with their statistical and systematical uncertainties \[[@CR55]\]. The PSD survival fractions of events in the SEP, 2615  keV and 1621  keV FEPs, and in the ROI around $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{76}$$\end{document}$Ge), lie in the range of \[5,21\] %, \[6,35\] %, \[9,23\] %, and \[32,56\] %, respectively. The detector with the best performance is GD35B. The detectors with the worst performance are GD76B and GD02D. By excluding these two problematic detectors, the relatively large ranges of PSD survival fractions shrink to \[5,12\] %, \[6,19\] %, \[9,19\] % and \[32,48\] %, respectively.

*(c) Correlations of the PSD survival fractions with other parameters* The last paragraph compares the obtained PSD survival fractions with other PS quantities and detector parameters.

First, they were compared with the width of the DEP *A* / *E* ratio distributions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b_{A/E}<$$\end{document}$1 %, while at larger values this trend is less pronounced. The situation is very similar for the FEPs at 1621  keV and 2615  keV as well as for the energy interval \[2004,2074\]  keV. A similar trend is found for *A* / *E* values of single detectors before and after they were reprocessed or underwent thermal cycles. This can be seen in Table [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"} for detector GD32D, which was reprocessed and had an improved pulse shape performance afterwards. It is observed, that at least for very low $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{228}$$\end{document}$Th SEP vs. the DEP *A* / *E* resolution for all 30 [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II BEGe detectors operated under vacuum conditions. Open symbols are used like in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}

A second study investigated whether there are correlations between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{228}$$\end{document}$Th) and other detector parameters, which would permit recursively a fast diagnosis about the expected background rejection capability of a detector. Only one small correlation seems to exist: detectors with larger height/mass ratios prefer to populate the band with better PSD survival fractions. Hence, it seems that smaller net impurity concentration is not only beneficial for obtaining thicker and thus more massive diodes (and thus less channels in a low background experiment), but improve also the background rejection capability, while the energy resolution deterioration (cf. Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) will be minimal.

Summary and conclusions {#Sec21}
=======================

For Phase II of the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} experiment, we have procured 30 new ^76^Ge enriched Broad Energy Ge (BEGe) detectors by the company Canberra. Prior to their integration at the experimental site, the detectors have been thoroughly tested in vacuum cryostats. This characterization campaign has led to a very detailed and extensive survey of high purity Ge (HPGe) detectors of the same design. These studies have allowed to search for correlations between different parameters and to test electric field calculations based on the ADL3 and siggen codes. The most important experimental findings have been reported.

First, the characterization tests confirmed the excellent energy resolution of the new detectors, with an average FWHM = (1.73 ± 0.07)  keV at the reference 1333  keV $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ line. The obtained energy resolutions do not only represent an improvement compared to the former semi-coaxial design, but are in general the best values obtained by a detector technology employed in 0$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu \beta \beta $$\end{document}$ search. The energy dependence of the energy resolution was also investigated. The related but not well known Fano factor was estimated to be (0.079 ± 0.006). This is in agreement with recent results.

Second, a careful examination of the full depletion voltage of the detectors via high voltage scans allowed us to revise the values recommended by the manufacturer. The new values turned out to be on average 600 V lower than the recommended ones. This knowledge is used in [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II to prevent the development of prohibitive high leakage currents in a few delicate channels. A correlation between full depletion voltage, net impurity concentration and diode dimensions could be established for the BEGe design. Moreover, the high voltage scans revealed that around 40 % of the new detectors are affected by the 'bubble depletion' effect. In most of these cases a single 'bubble' was observed, in two detectors even two independent 'bubbles' for the first time. In the simulation the 'bubble effect' spreads over several 100 V and the data (*PP* in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) also showed a deviation for a larger interval. Thus, the successful reproduction of them by simulations is a unique validation test for the field calculation codes.

Third, a large effort was made to determine precisely the full charge collection depth (FCCD) and active volume (AV) of the detectors. The measurements were carried out with surface sensitive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{60}$$\end{document}$Co source are systematically larger. One of few remaining explanations might be related to the charge cloud size model used in the simulation code. If the description is correct, then the FCCD/AV would be an energy-dependent quantity. However, if the models are incomplete, the discrepancy would be an artifact of the simulation.

Fourth, the pulse shape behavior of the BEGe detectors was investigated. To begin, fine-grained scans using collimated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{241}$$\end{document}$Am sources allowed to test the pulse shape response of events generated close to the detector surface. The scan data allowed to visualize the crystal lattice orientation due to the expected hole drift anisotropy, and electric field calculations were able to reproduce this result. Then, non-collimated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ lines were suppressed on average at (86--91) % level and the Compton-continuum events around the ROI by 56 %. This suppression is better than for the former semi-coaxial Ge detector design, but is slightly deteriorated compared to the prototype BEGe detectors. Some detectors showed good PSD performance and small width of the *A* / *E* parameter for DEP events similarly as we observed for the prototype BEGe detectors. Others have a much poorer performance which might be related to surface charges in the groove which is corroborated by tests as well as electric field calculations.

The 30 BEGe detectors are deployed in the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} experiment since more than 3 years. Their energy resolution and other pulse shape parameters show a good stability over the whole data taking period. Due to the increased noise level in the [Gerda]{.smallcaps} cryostat compared to vacuum cryostats, their PSD performance is slightly degraded. The suppression of FEPs, SEP and Compton continuum events in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To summarize, the performed BEGe measurement campaign offered a unique possibility to collect a large variety of results, out of those several were incorporated in the standard [Gerda]{.smallcaps} Phase II data collection and analysis procedure. It is emphasized, that the improved knowledge about the detector properties is essential for reduced systematic uncertainties in [Gerda]{.smallcaps}, e.g. the active mass or cut efficiencies. In addition, the developed and improved electric field calculations advanced to valuable tools to interpret observed phenomena in HPGe detectors. The combination of dedicated measurements and proper simulation codes has not only become useful for [Gerda]{.smallcaps}, but will also be important for future HPGe-based experiments such as [Legend]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR56]\], that will face an even larger number of detectors.
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